
Karyotype



�� Chromosomes were first described by Chromosomes were first described by 
Strausberger Strausberger in in 18751875. . 

�� The term “Chromosome”, however was The term “Chromosome”, however was 
first used by first used by Waldeyer Waldeyer in in 18881888. . 

�� They were given the name chromosome They were given the name chromosome �� They were given the name chromosome They were given the name chromosome 
(Chromo = colour; Soma =  body) due to (Chromo = colour; Soma =  body) due to 
their marked their marked affinity for basic dyesaffinity for basic dyes. . 

�� Their number can be counted easily only Their number can be counted easily only 
during during mitotic metaphase.mitotic metaphase.



�� Chromosomes are composed of Chromosomes are composed of thin thin 
chromatin chromatin threads called threads called Chromatin Chromatin 
fibersfibers. . 

�� These fibers undergo These fibers undergo foldingfolding, , coiling coiling and and 
supercoiling supercoiling during prophase so that the during prophase so that the 
chromosomes become progressively chromosomes become progressively 
thicker and smaller. thicker and smaller. thicker and smaller. thicker and smaller. 

�� Therefore, chromosomes become readily Therefore, chromosomes become readily 
observable under light microscope. observable under light microscope. 

�� At the end of cell division, on the other At the end of cell division, on the other 
hand, the fibers uncoil and extend as hand, the fibers uncoil and extend as 
fine chromatin threads, which are not fine chromatin threads, which are not 
visible at light microscopevisible at light microscope



Number of chromosomesNumber of chromosomes

�� Normally, all the individuals of a Normally, all the individuals of a species have species have 
the same number the same number of chromosomes. of chromosomes. 

�� Closely related species usually have similar Closely related species usually have similar 
chromosome numbers. chromosome numbers. 

�� Presence of a whole sets of chromosomes is Presence of a whole sets of chromosomes is 
called called euploidyeuploidy. . 
Presence of a whole sets of chromosomes is Presence of a whole sets of chromosomes is 
called called euploidyeuploidy. . 

�� It includes haploids, diploids, triploids, It includes haploids, diploids, triploids, 
tetraploids etc.tetraploids etc.

�� Gametes normally contain only one set of Gametes normally contain only one set of 
chromosome chromosome –– this number is called this number is called HaploidHaploid

�� Somatic cells usually contain two sets of Somatic cells usually contain two sets of 
chromosome  chromosome  -- 22n : Diploidn : Diploid



33n n –– triploidtriploid
44n n –– tetraploidtetraploid
The condition in which the chromosomes sets The condition in which the chromosomes sets 
are present in a multiples of “n” is are present in a multiples of “n” is PolyploidyPolyploidy
When a change in the chromosome number does When a change in the chromosome number does 
not involve entire sets of chromosomes, but not involve entire sets of chromosomes, but 
only a few of the chromosomes only a few of the chromosomes -- is is 
not involve entire sets of chromosomes, but not involve entire sets of chromosomes, but 
only a few of the chromosomes only a few of the chromosomes -- is is 
Aneuploidy.Aneuploidy.

�� Monosomics (Monosomics (22nn--11))
�� Trisomics (Trisomics (22n+n+11))
�� Nullisomics (Nullisomics (22nn--22))
�� Tetrasomics (Tetrasomics (22n+n+22))



Organism No. chromosomes

� Human 46
� Chimpanzee 48
� Dog 78
� Horse 64
� Chicken 78
Goldfish 94
Chicken 78

� Goldfish 94
� Fruit fly 8
� Mosquito 6
� Nematode 11(m), 12(f)
� Horsetail 216
� Sequoia 22
�� Round worm Round worm 22



Organism No. chromosomes

�� OnionOnion 1616
�� MoldMold 1616
�� Carrot Carrot 2020
�� Tomato Tomato 2424
Tobacco Tobacco 4848�� Tobacco Tobacco 4848

�� Rice Rice 2424
�� Maize Maize 2020
�� Haploppus gracilis   Haploppus gracilis   44
�� Crepis capillaris Crepis capillaris 6



�� On the extreme, On the extreme, round worm round worm shows only shows only two two 
chromosomeschromosomes, while the other extreme is , while the other extreme is 
represented by represented by Protozoa Protozoa having having 300 300 or more or more 
chromosomeschromosomes. . 

�� However, most organisms have numbers However, most organisms have numbers 
between between 12 12 to to 5050. . 

�� 33--8 8 in fungiin fungi

�� From From 8 8 –– 16 16 in Angiosperms (Most common in Angiosperms (Most common 
number being number being 1212).).



Chromosome SizeChromosome Size

�� In contrast to other cell organelles, the size of In contrast to other cell organelles, the size of 
chromosomes shows a remarkable variation depending chromosomes shows a remarkable variation depending 
upon the stages of cell division. upon the stages of cell division. 

�� Interphase:Interphase: chromosome are longest & thinnestchromosome are longest & thinnest

�� Prophase:Prophase: there is a progressive decrease in their length there is a progressive decrease in their length 
accompanied with an increase in thicknessaccompanied with an increase in thicknessaccompanied with an increase in thicknessaccompanied with an increase in thickness

�� Anaphase: Anaphase: chromosomes are smallest.chromosomes are smallest.

�� Metaphase: Metaphase: Chromosomes are the most easily observed Chromosomes are the most easily observed 
and studied during metaphase when they are very thick, and studied during metaphase when they are very thick, 
quite short and well spread in the cell.quite short and well spread in the cell.

�� TTherefore, chromosomes measurements are generally herefore, chromosomes measurements are generally 
taken during mitotic metaphase. taken during mitotic metaphase. 



�� In order to understand chromosomes and their In order to understand chromosomes and their 
function, we need to be able to discriminate function, we need to be able to discriminate 
among different chromosomes. among different chromosomes. 

�� First, chromosomes differ greatly in sizeFirst, chromosomes differ greatly in size

�� In a species In a species KaryotypeKaryotype, a pictorial or , a pictorial or 
photographic representation of all the different photographic representation of all the different 
chromosomes in a cell of an individual, chromosomes in a cell of an individual, 
chromosomes are usually ordered by size and chromosomes are usually ordered by size and 
numbered from largest to smallest. numbered from largest to smallest. 



�� KaryotypeKaryotype: is the general morphology of the : is the general morphology of the 
somatic chromosome. Generally, karyotypes somatic chromosome. Generally, karyotypes 
represent by arranging in the descending order represent by arranging in the descending order 
of size keeping their centromeres in a straight of size keeping their centromeres in a straight 
line.line.line.line.

�� IdiotypeIdiotype: the karyotype of a species may be : the karyotype of a species may be 
represented diagrammatically, showing all the represented diagrammatically, showing all the 
morphological features of the chromosome; morphological features of the chromosome; 
such a diagram is known as such a diagram is known as Idiotype. Idiotype. 



Karyotyping:Karyotyping:

�� Culture for harvesting requires living cellsCulture for harvesting requires living cells

�� Easiest source Easiest source -- wbc (Twbc (T--cells)cells)

�� Venous blood in green topped tube (heparin)Venous blood in green topped tube (heparin)

�� buffy coatbuffy coat

�� incubate in culture medium                          (incubate in culture medium                          (72 72 hr; hr; 

phytohemaglutin)phytohemaglutin)

�� harvest (colchicine, hypotonic KCL)harvest (colchicine, hypotonic KCL)

�� make slidesmake slides

�� stain (trypsin & Giemsa)stain (trypsin & Giemsa)



PREPARATION OF PREPARATION OF 

CHROMOSOMESCHROMOSOMES



Can distinguish chromosomes by “painting” – using DNA 

hybridization + fluorescent probes – during mitosis



Metaphase SpreadMetaphase Spread



Chromosome MorphologyChromosome Morphology

�� 23 23 pairs of chromosomes (pairs of chromosomes (22 22 autosomes)autosomes)

�� G bands (light and dark)G bands (light and dark)

�� p and q arms; centromere and telomerep and q arms; centromere and telomere

Normal karyotypes: Normal karyotypes: 4646,XX and ,XX and 4646,XY,XY�� Normal karyotypes: Normal karyotypes: 4646,XX and ,XX and 4646,XY,XY

�� Prophase & metaphase chromosomes consist of                  Prophase & metaphase chromosomes consist of                  2 2 

identical sister chromatidsidentical sister chromatids (held together by the centromere)(held together by the centromere)

�� Each germ cell contains only Each germ cell contains only 23 23 chromosomes                     (chromosomes                     (1 1 

member of each pair)member of each pair)



Normal Male Karyotype (Normal Male Karyotype (4646,XY),XY)



ISCN nomenclatureISCN nomenclature

�� Regions, Bands & SubRegions, Bands & Sub--bandsbands

�� Numbered consecutively from centromere to telomereNumbered consecutively from centromere to telomere

�� Centromere is Centromere is 10 10 (either p(either p10 10 or qor q1010))

�� 11pp3131..11::

�� chromosome chromosome 11

�� short arm short arm 

�� region region 3 3 , band , band 11, sub, sub--band band 11



�� Chromosomes may differ in the position of the Chromosomes may differ in the position of the 
CentromereCentromere, the place on the chromosome , the place on the chromosome 
where spindle fibers are attached during cell where spindle fibers are attached during cell 
division. division. 

�� In general, if the centromere is near the middle, In general, if the centromere is near the middle, 
the chromosome is the chromosome is metacentricmetacentricthe chromosome is the chromosome is metacentricmetacentric

�� If the centromere is toward one end, the If the centromere is toward one end, the 
chromosome is chromosome is acrocentric acrocentric or or submetacentricsubmetacentric

�� If the centromere is very near the end, the If the centromere is very near the end, the 
chromosome is chromosome is telocentrictelocentric. . 



Acrocentric Chromosomes:Acrocentric Chromosomes:

�� Original solid stainingOriginal solid staining

�� Allowed only for classification into Allowed only for classification into 7 7 groupsgroups

�� A A -- GG

�� 5 5 human acrocentric chromosomeshuman acrocentric chromosomes�� 5 5 human acrocentric chromosomeshuman acrocentric chromosomes

�� small masses of chromatin attached to p arm as narrow stalk (satellites)small masses of chromatin attached to p arm as narrow stalk (satellites)

�� D group: D group: 1313, , 1414, , 1515

�� G group: G group: 2121, , 2222



Chromosome groups: A Chromosome groups: A -- GG





�� The centromere divides the chromosome into The centromere divides the chromosome into 
two arms, so that, for example, an acrocentric two arms, so that, for example, an acrocentric 
chromosome has one short and one long arm, chromosome has one short and one long arm, 

�� While, a metacentric chromosome has arms of While, a metacentric chromosome has arms of 
equal length. equal length. 

�� All house mouse chromosomes are telocentric, All house mouse chromosomes are telocentric, �� All house mouse chromosomes are telocentric, All house mouse chromosomes are telocentric, 
while human chromosomes include both while human chromosomes include both 
metacentric and acrocentric, but no telocentric. metacentric and acrocentric, but no telocentric. 



Autosomal pairAutosomal pair Sex chromosomeSex chromosome

DiploidDiploid No. of No. of No. of No. of X         YX         Y

((22n)        metacentrics  acrocentric or telocentricn)        metacentrics  acrocentric or telocentric

CatCat 3838 1616 22 MM MM

DogDog 7878 00 3838 M         AM         A

PigPig 3838 1212 66 MM MM

GoatGoat 6060 00 2929 AA MMGoatGoat 6060 00 2929 AA MM

Sheep   Sheep   5454 33 2323 AA MM

Cow     Cow     6060 00 2929 MM MM

HorseHorse 6464 1313 1818 M         AM         A

M M –– Metacentric; A Metacentric; A –– AcrocentricAcrocentric



Euchromatin and HeterochromatinEuchromatin and Heterochromatin

�� Chromosomes may be identified by regions that stain in a Chromosomes may be identified by regions that stain in a 

particular manner when treated with various chemicals. particular manner when treated with various chemicals. 

�� Several different chemical techniques are used to identify Several different chemical techniques are used to identify 

certain chromosomal regions by staining then so that they certain chromosomal regions by staining then so that they 

form  form  chromosomal bands.chromosomal bands.

�� For example, darker bands are generally found near the For example, darker bands are generally found near the 

centromeres or on the ends (telomeres) of the chromosome, centromeres or on the ends (telomeres) of the chromosome, 

while other regions do not stain as strongly.while other regions do not stain as strongly.

�� The position of the darkThe position of the dark--staining arestaining are heterochromatic heterochromatic 

region region oror heterochromatinheterochromatin..

�� Light staining are Light staining are euchromatic region euchromatic region or or euchromatineuchromatin. . 



In a non-dividing cell, chromosomes are not visible by light microscopy, because 

chromatin spreads throughout the nucleus. During the metaphase of cell division, the 

chromatin condenses and becomes visible as chromosomes. At this time, each 

chromosome has been duplicated. A chromosome becomes two sister chromatids 

attached at the centromere.



Centromeres and TelomeresCentromeres and Telomeres

�� CentromeresCentromeres and and telomeres telomeres are two essential are two essential 
features of all eukaryotic chromosomes.features of all eukaryotic chromosomes.

�� Each provide a unique function i.e., Each provide a unique function i.e., absolutely absolutely 
necessary for the stability of the chromosomenecessary for the stability of the chromosome..

�� Centromeres are required for the segregation of Centromeres are required for the segregation of 
the centromere during meiosis and mitosis.the centromere during meiosis and mitosis.

�� Teleomeres provide terminal stability to the Teleomeres provide terminal stability to the 
chromosome and ensure its survival chromosome and ensure its survival 



Centromere Centromere 
�� The region where two sister chromatids of a chromosome The region where two sister chromatids of a chromosome 

appear to be joined or “appear to be joined or “held togetherheld together” during mitatic ” during mitatic 
metaphase is called Centromere metaphase is called Centromere 

�� When chromosomes are stained they typically show a When chromosomes are stained they typically show a darkdark--
stainedstained region that is the centromere. region that is the centromere. 

�� Also termed as  Also termed as  Primary constrictionPrimary constriction

During During mitosismitosis, the centromere that is shared by the sister , the centromere that is shared by the sister �� During During mitosismitosis, the centromere that is shared by the sister , the centromere that is shared by the sister 
chromatids must divide so that the chromatids can migrate to chromatids must divide so that the chromatids can migrate to 
opposite poles of the cell. opposite poles of the cell. 

�� On the other hand, during the first meiotic division the On the other hand, during the first meiotic division the 
centromere of sister chromatids must remain intactcentromere of sister chromatids must remain intact

�� whereas during meiosis II they must act as they do during whereas during meiosis II they must act as they do during 
mitosis. mitosis. 

�� Therefore the centromere is an important component of Therefore the centromere is an important component of 
chromosome structure and segregation.chromosome structure and segregation.



KinetochoreKinetochore

�� Within the centromere region, most species have Within the centromere region, most species have 
several locations where spindle fibers attach, and several locations where spindle fibers attach, and 
these sites consist of DNA as well as protein.these sites consist of DNA as well as protein.

�� The actual location where the attachment occurs The actual location where the attachment occurs 
is called the is called the kinetochore kinetochore and is composed of and is composed of 
both DNA and protein. both DNA and protein. 

�� The DNA sequence within these regions is The DNA sequence within these regions is 

called called CENCEN DNADNA. . 



�� TypicallyTypically CENCEN DNADNA isis aboutabout 120120 basebase pairspairs
longlong andand consistsconsists ofof severalseveral subsub--domains,domains, CDECDE--
II,, CDECDE--IIII andand CDECDE--IIIIII..

�� MutationsMutations inin thethe firstfirst twotwo subsub--domainsdomains havehave nono
effecteffect uponupon segregation,segregation,

�� butbut aa pointpoint mutationmutation inin thethe CDECDE--IIIIII subsub--�� butbut aa pointpoint mutationmutation inin thethe CDECDE--IIIIII subsub--
domaindomain completelycompletely eliminateseliminates thethe abilityability ofof thethe
centromerecentromere toto functionfunction duringduring chromosomechromosome
segregationsegregation..

�� ThereforeTherefore CDECDE--IIIIII mustmust bebe activelyactively involvedinvolved inin
thethe bindingbinding ofof thethe spindlespindle fibersfibers toto thethe
centromerecentromere..



TelomereTelomere

�� The two ends of a chromosome are known as The two ends of a chromosome are known as 
telomeres.telomeres.

�� It required for the replication and stability of the It required for the replication and stability of the 
chromosome. chromosome. 

�� When telomeres are damaged or removed due to When telomeres are damaged or removed due to �� When telomeres are damaged or removed due to When telomeres are damaged or removed due to 
chromosome breakage, the damaged chromosome chromosome breakage, the damaged chromosome 
ends can readily fuse or unite with broken ends of ends can readily fuse or unite with broken ends of 
other chromosome. other chromosome. 

�� Thus it is generally accepted that structural Thus it is generally accepted that structural 
integrity and individuality of chromosomes is integrity and individuality of chromosomes is 
maintained due to telomeres.maintained due to telomeres.



�� McClintock noticed that if two chromosomes were McClintock noticed that if two chromosomes were 

broken in a cell, the end of one could attach to the broken in a cell, the end of one could attach to the 

other and vice versa. other and vice versa. 

�� What she never observed was the attachment of the What she never observed was the attachment of the What she never observed was the attachment of the What she never observed was the attachment of the 

broken end to the end of an unbroken broken end to the end of an unbroken 

chromosome. chromosome. 

�� Thus the ends of broken chromosomes are sticky, Thus the ends of broken chromosomes are sticky, 

whereas the normal end is not sticky, suggesting whereas the normal end is not sticky, suggesting 

the ends of chromosomes have unique features.the ends of chromosomes have unique features.



Chromosome banding

To see chromosomes by microscope, they are normally treated with 

chemical dyes, such as Giemsa. The chromosome will appear as a 

series of  alternate dark and light bands. If  Giemsa is used, the dark 

band is called G-band or G-positive band, and the light band is 

named G-negative band. Similar banding patterns can be observed by 

using another dye, Quinacrine. However, if  chromosomes were treated in 

a hot alkaline solution before staining with Giemsa, a reverse pattern will be 

observed, namely, the original dark band will become light band, and vice 

versa. For this reason, the G-negative band is also known as the R-band.versa. For this reason, the G-negative band is also known as the R-band.

Chromosome bands are named as follows. Each chromosome consists of  

two arms separated by the centromere. The long arm and short arm are 

labeled q (for queue) and p (for petit), respectively. At the lowest 

resolution, only a few major bands can be distinguished, which are 

labeled q1, q2, q3; p1, p2, p3, etc., counting from the 

centromere. Higher resolution reveals sub-bands, labeled q11, q12, 

q13, etc. Sub-sub-bands identified by even higher resolution are 

labeled q11.1, q11.2, q11.3, etc. Traditionally, the short arm (p) is 

displayed on top of  the long arm (q).



Staining and Banding chromosome Staining and Banding chromosome 

Staining procedures have been developed in the past two Staining procedures have been developed in the past two 
decades and these techniques help to study the karyotype in decades and these techniques help to study the karyotype in 
plants and animals. plants and animals. 

1.1. Feulgen StainingFeulgen Staining:  :  

CellsCells areare subjectedsubjected toto aa mildmild hydrolysishydrolysis inin 11NN HClHCl atat 606000CC
forfor 1010 minutesminutes..forfor 1010 minutesminutes..

ThisThis treatmenttreatment producesproduces aa freefree aldehydealdehyde groupgroup inin
deoxyribosedeoxyribose moleculesmolecules..

WhenWhen Schiff’sSchiff’s reagentreagent (basic(basic fuschinfuschin bleachedbleached withwith
sulfuroussulfurous acid)acid) toto givegive aa deepdeep pinkpink colourcolour..

RiboseRibose ofof RNARNA willwill notnot formform anan aldehydealdehyde underunder thesethese
conditions,conditions, andand thethe reactionreaction isis thusthus specificspecific forfor DNADNA



22. . Q banding:Q banding:

The Q bands are the The Q bands are the fluorescent bands fluorescent bands observed observed 

after after quinacrine mustard staining quinacrine mustard staining and observation with and observation with 

UV light. UV light. 

The distal ends of each chromatid are not stained by this The distal ends of each chromatid are not stained by this 

technique. technique. 

The Y chromosome become brightly fluorescent both in The Y chromosome become brightly fluorescent both in The Y chromosome become brightly fluorescent both in The Y chromosome become brightly fluorescent both in 

the interphase and in metaphase.the interphase and in metaphase.

33. R banding: . R banding: 

The R bands (from The R bands (from reversereverse) are those located in the ) are those located in the 

zones that do not fluoresce with the quinacrine mustard, zones that do not fluoresce with the quinacrine mustard, 

that is they are between the Q bands and can be that is they are between the Q bands and can be 

visualized as green.  visualized as green.  



44. . G banding:G banding:

The G bands (from The G bands (from Giemsa) Giemsa) have the same have the same 
location as Q bands and do not require fluorescent location as Q bands and do not require fluorescent 
microscopy. microscopy. 

Many techniques are available, each involving some Many techniques are available, each involving some 
pretreatment of the chromosomes. pretreatment of the chromosomes. 

In In ASG (AcidASG (Acid--SalineSaline--GiemsaGiemsa) cells are incubated ) cells are incubated 
in citric acid and NaCl for one hour at in citric acid and NaCl for one hour at 606000C and are C and are in citric acid and NaCl for one hour at in citric acid and NaCl for one hour at 606000C and are C and are 
then treated with the Giemsa stain. then treated with the Giemsa stain. 

55. C banding:. C banding:

The C bands correspond to The C bands correspond to constitutive constitutive 
heterochromatinheterochromatin. . 

The heterochromatin regions in a chromosome The heterochromatin regions in a chromosome 
distinctly differ in their stainability from euchromatic distinctly differ in their stainability from euchromatic 
region. region. 



Molecular cytogenticsMolecular cytogentics



Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH):

One can, in theory, build a de novo physical map from just STS content maps 

or finger print data supplemented with radiation hybrid frameworks,

but you need FISH to rivet it back to reality.

FISH is also a valuable tool in investigating genome evolution, disease gene FISH is also a valuable tool in investigating genome evolution, disease gene 

hunting and in many clinical applications.  



Molecular CytogeneticsMolecular Cytogenetics

�� FISHFISH
�� Use DNA probes for specific chromosomesUse DNA probes for specific chromosomes

�� Can paint metaphaseCan paint metaphase

�� Useful for quick result and identifying small areasUseful for quick result and identifying small areas

�� Eg deletions, ESACsEg deletions, ESACs

�� QFQF--PCRPCR
�� Quantitative fluorescent PCRQuantitative fluorescent PCR

�� Use polymorphic sites to define number of copies presentUse polymorphic sites to define number of copies present

�� Useful for quick result in prenatal diagnosisUseful for quick result in prenatal diagnosis



Quantitative Fluorescent PCRQuantitative Fluorescent PCR

Trisomy detection in prenatal samples

Hypervariable 

Ratio: 1     :     1 :       1

Hypervariable 
region on 
chromosome 21 
amplified by F-
PCR

Ratio: 1   :      2



Quick result from AmniocentesisQuick result from Amniocentesis

�� FISHFISH
�� Use probes for Use probes for 1313,,21 21 and X, Y, and X, Y, 18 18 on two different slideson two different slides

�� takes takes 24 24 hourshours

�� QFQF--PCRPCR�� QFQF--PCRPCR
�� Use polymorphic markers for chromosomes Use polymorphic markers for chromosomes 1313, , 1818, , 2121

�� Results in Results in 24 24 hourshours

�� Becoming more commonBecoming more common

�� Can only detect abnormalities for these chromosomesCan only detect abnormalities for these chromosomes

�� Usually go on and do full karyotype Usually go on and do full karyotype -- ??????



Array CGHArray CGH

�� Array based comparative genome hybridization Array based comparative genome hybridization 
(CGH)(CGH)

�� Measures amount of DNA, not RNAMeasures amount of DNA, not RNA

�� Comparison between two samplesComparison between two samples�� Comparison between two samplesComparison between two samples

�� ‘Test’ sample‘Test’ sample

�� ‘Reference’ sample‘Reference’ sample



Array CGHArray CGH

�� Detecting genomic rearrangements found in Detecting genomic rearrangements found in 
cancer (tumor genome vs normal genome)cancer (tumor genome vs normal genome)

�� Study of genomic copy number variationStudy of genomic copy number variation

�� Segregating variants found in the populationSegregating variants found in the population�� Segregating variants found in the populationSegregating variants found in the population

�� Pathogenic variants associated with some diseasePathogenic variants associated with some disease

�� Compare ‘affected’ vs ‘control’ individualsCompare ‘affected’ vs ‘control’ individuals



Array CGHArray CGH

Reference DNA (cy5)
Array containing

probes corresponding to

genomic DNAMix and hybridize 

to array

Test DNA (cy3)
Scan and analyze image

Feuk et al.

Nature Reviews Genetics 2006



Experimental ProcedureExperimental Procedure

�� Label test and reference DNA samples with different Label test and reference DNA samples with different 
flourophoresflourophores

�� Mix and hybridize to arrayMix and hybridize to array
�� Array contains probes corresponding to genome sequenceArray contains probes corresponding to genome sequence

�� Early arrays consisted of spotted BACs (n=~Early arrays consisted of spotted BACs (n=~3030,,000 000 for human)for human)

Current arrays contain Current arrays contain 100100,,000000--22million short (million short (4545--80 80 nucleotide) nucleotide) �� Current arrays contain Current arrays contain 100100,,000000--22million short (million short (4545--80 80 nucleotide) nucleotide) 
oligonucleotide probesoligonucleotide probes

�� Scan array, recording intensity of each flourophore for each Scan array, recording intensity of each flourophore for each 
probeprobe

�� A second experiment, using the same samples but with the A second experiment, using the same samples but with the 
flourophores swapped, can be performed as a controlflourophores swapped, can be performed as a control



Parental origin of aneuploidyParental origin of aneuploidy

Paternal %Paternal % Maternal %Maternal %

Trisomy Trisomy 1313 1515 8585

Trisomy Trisomy 1818 1010 9090

Trisomy Trisomy 2121 55 9595Trisomy Trisomy 2121 55 9595

4545,X,X 8080 2020

4747,XXX,XXX 55 9595

4747,XXY,XXY 4545 5555

4747,XYY,XYY 100100 00



Down syndrome typeDown syndrome type

�� 9595% standard trisomy% standard trisomy

�� 11% mosaics% mosaics

�� Due to increase in maternal Due to increase in maternal 

ageage
 

�� 44% translocations % translocations 

�� no age effectno age effect



Chromosome abnormalities in Chromosome abnormalities in 

miscarriagesmiscarriages

Incidence Incidence 
%%

Trisomy Trisomy 1313 22

Trisomy Trisomy 1616 1515

Trisomy Trisomy 1818 33Trisomy Trisomy 1818 33

Trisomy Trisomy 2121 55

Other TrisomyOther Trisomy 2525

Monosomy XMonosomy X 2020

TriploidyTriploidy 1515

TetraploidyTetraploidy 55

Other Other 1010



Chromosome abnormalities in Chromosome abnormalities in 

newbornsnewborns
Incidence / Incidence / 1010,,000 000 

birthsbirths

Trisomy Trisomy 1313 22

Trisomy Trisomy 1818 33

Trisomy Trisomy 2121 1515Trisomy Trisomy 2121 1515

4545,X,X 11

4747,XXX,XXX 1010

4747,XXY,XXY 1010

4747,XYY,XYY 1010

UnbalancedUnbalanced 1010

BalancedBalanced 3030

TotalTotal 9090



�� TriploidyTriploidy

�� Trisomy Trisomy 1616

→→ rare at birth rare at birth –– lethallethal

→→ Most common in spontaneous miscarriagesMost common in spontaneous miscarriages

→→ Completely lethal. Cause unknown Completely lethal. Cause unknown 

Chromosome abnormalitiesChromosome abnormalities

�� Trisomy Trisomy 13 13 &&1818

�� Trisomy Trisomy 21 21 

�� KlinefeltersKlinefelters

�� 4545X X 

→→ 9595% miscarry % miscarry 

→→ 8080% miscarry % miscarry 

→→ 5050% miscarry % miscarry 

→→ 11% at conception% at conception

→→ 9898% miscarry, probably mosaic survive% miscarry, probably mosaic survive



Chromosomal AberrationsChromosomal Aberrations

�� The somatic (The somatic (22n) and gametic (n) chromosome n) and gametic (n) chromosome 
numbers of a species ordinarily remain constant. numbers of a species ordinarily remain constant. 

�� This is due to the extremely precise mitotic and meiotic This is due to the extremely precise mitotic and meiotic 
cell division. cell division. 

�� Somatic cells of a diploid species contain two copies of Somatic cells of a diploid species contain two copies of 
each chromosome, which are called homologous each chromosome, which are called homologous each chromosome, which are called homologous each chromosome, which are called homologous 
chromosome. chromosome. 

�� Their gametes, therefore contain only one copy of each Their gametes, therefore contain only one copy of each 
chromosome, that is they contain one chromosome chromosome, that is they contain one chromosome 
complement or genome. complement or genome. 

�� Each chromosome of a genome contains a definite Each chromosome of a genome contains a definite 
numbers and kinds of genes, which are arranged in a numbers and kinds of genes, which are arranged in a 
definite sequence. definite sequence. 



Chromosomal AberrationsChromosomal Aberrations

�� Sometime due to mutation or spontaneous Sometime due to mutation or spontaneous 
(without any known causal factors), variation in (without any known causal factors), variation in 
chromosomal number or structure do arise in chromosomal number or structure do arise in 
nature.  nature.  -- Chromosomal aberrations.Chromosomal aberrations.nature.  nature.  -- Chromosomal aberrations.Chromosomal aberrations.

�� Chromosomal aberration may be grouped into Chromosomal aberration may be grouped into 
two broad classes: two broad classes: 

11. Structural and . Structural and 22. Numerical. Numerical



Structural Chromosomal Aberrations Structural Chromosomal Aberrations 

�� Chromosome structure variations result from Chromosome structure variations result from 
chromosome breakagechromosome breakage.  .  

�� Broken chromosomes tend to Broken chromosomes tend to rere--join;join; if there is more if there is more 
than one break, rejoining occurs at than one break, rejoining occurs at randomrandom and not and not 
necessarily with the correct ends. necessarily with the correct ends. necessarily with the correct ends. necessarily with the correct ends. 

�� The result is structural changes in the chromosomes.  The result is structural changes in the chromosomes.  

�� Chromosome breakage is caused by Chromosome breakage is caused by XX--rays, various rays, various 
chemicalschemicals, and can also occur spontaneously., and can also occur spontaneously.



�� There are There are four four common type of structural common type of structural 
aberrations:aberrations:

11. Deletion or Deficiency . Deletion or Deficiency 

22. Duplication or Repeat. Duplication or Repeat22. Duplication or Repeat. Duplication or Repeat

33. Inversion, and . Inversion, and 

44. Translocation.. Translocation.



�� Consider a normal chromosome with genes in Consider a normal chromosome with genes in 
alphabetical order: alphabetical order: a b c d e f g h ia b c d e f g h i

11. Deletion. Deletion:: part of the chromosome has been part of the chromosome has been 
removed: removed: a b c g h i a b c g h i 

22. Dupliction. Dupliction:: part of the chromosome is duplicated:    part of the chromosome is duplicated:    

a b c d e f a b c d e f d e fd e f g h ig h ia b c d e f a b c d e f d e fd e f g h ig h i

33. Inversion. Inversion:: part of the chromosome has been repart of the chromosome has been re--
inserted in reverse order: inserted in reverse order: a b c f a b c f e e d g h id g h i

ringring:: the ends of the chromosome are joined the ends of the chromosome are joined 
together to make a ring together to make a ring 



44. translocation. translocation:: parts of two nonparts of two non--homologous homologous 

chromosomes are joined:  chromosomes are joined:  

If one normal chromosome is If one normal chromosome is a b c d e f g h ia b c d e f g h i
and the other chromosome is and the other chromosome is u v w x y z,u v w x y z,

then a translocation between them would be then a translocation between them would be 

a b c d e f x y za b c d e f x y z and and u v w g h i.u v w g h i.





Deletion or deficiencyDeletion or deficiency

Loss of a chromosome segment is known as deletion or Loss of a chromosome segment is known as deletion or 
deficiency deficiency 

It can be It can be terminal deletionterminal deletion or or interstitial or intercalaryinterstitial or intercalary deletion. deletion. 

A single break near the end of the chromosome would be A single break near the end of the chromosome would be 
expected to result in expected to result in terminal deficiencyterminal deficiency. . 

If two breaks occur, a section may be deleted and an If two breaks occur, a section may be deleted and an If two breaks occur, a section may be deleted and an If two breaks occur, a section may be deleted and an 
intercalary deficiencyintercalary deficiency created. created. 

Terminal deficiencies might seem less complicated.Terminal deficiencies might seem less complicated.

But majority of deficiencies detected are intercalary type within But majority of deficiencies detected are intercalary type within 
the chromosome. the chromosome. 

Deletion was the first structural aberration detected by Bridges Deletion was the first structural aberration detected by Bridges 
in in 1917 1917 from his genetic studies on X chromosome of from his genetic studies on X chromosome of 
Drosophila. Drosophila. 



�� Deletion generally produce striking Deletion generally produce striking genetic and genetic and 

physiological effects. physiological effects. 

�� When homozygous, most deletions are lethal, because When homozygous, most deletions are lethal, because 

most genes are necessary for life and a homozygous most genes are necessary for life and a homozygous 

deletion would have zero copies of some genes.  deletion would have zero copies of some genes.  

�� When heterozygous, the genes on the normal When heterozygous, the genes on the normal 

homologue are homologue are hemizygoushemizygous:  there is only :  there is only 1 1 copy of copy of homologue are homologue are hemizygoushemizygous:  there is only :  there is only 1 1 copy of copy of 

those genes.those genes.

�� Crossing over is absent in deleted region of a Crossing over is absent in deleted region of a 

chromosome since this region is present in only one chromosome since this region is present in only one 

copy in deletion heterozygotes. copy in deletion heterozygotes. 

�� In Drosophila, several deficiencies induced the mutants In Drosophila, several deficiencies induced the mutants 

like Blond, Pale, Beaded, Carved, Notch, Minute etc.like Blond, Pale, Beaded, Carved, Notch, Minute etc.



Deletion in Prokaryotes:Deletion in Prokaryotes:

Deletions are found in prokaryotes as well, e.g., E.coli, Deletions are found in prokaryotes as well, e.g., E.coli, 

TT4 4 phage and Lambda phage.phage and Lambda phage.

In E.coli,  deletions of up to In E.coli,  deletions of up to 1 1 % of the bacterial chromosome % of the bacterial chromosome 

are known. are known. 

In lambda phage, however In lambda phage, however 2020% of the genome may be missing % of the genome may be missing 

in some of the deletions. in some of the deletions. in some of the deletions. in some of the deletions. 

Deletion in Human:Deletion in Human:

Chromosome deletions are usually lethal even as Chromosome deletions are usually lethal even as 

heterozygotes, resulting in zygotic loss, stillbirths, or infant heterozygotes, resulting in zygotic loss, stillbirths, or infant 

death. death. 

Sometimes, infants with small chromosome deficiencies Sometimes, infants with small chromosome deficiencies 

however, survive long enough to permit the abnormal however, survive long enough to permit the abnormal 

phenotype they express. phenotype they express. 



CriCri--dudu--chat (Cat cry syndrome):chat (Cat cry syndrome):

The name of the syndrome came from a catlike mewing cry The name of the syndrome came from a catlike mewing cry 
from small weak infants with the disorder.from small weak infants with the disorder.

Other characteristics are microcephaly (small head), broad face Other characteristics are microcephaly (small head), broad face 
and saddle nose, physical and mental retardation. and saddle nose, physical and mental retardation. 

CriCri--dudu--chat patients die in infancy or early childhood. chat patients die in infancy or early childhood. 

The chromosome deficiency is in the short arm of The chromosome deficiency is in the short arm of chromosome chromosome 
55 . . 55 . . 

Myelocytic leukemiaMyelocytic leukemia

Another human disorder that is associated with a chromosome Another human disorder that is associated with a chromosome 
abnormality is chronic myelocytic leukemia. abnormality is chronic myelocytic leukemia. 

A deletion of A deletion of chromosome chromosome 2222 was described by P.C.Nowell was described by P.C.Nowell 
and Hungerford and was called and Hungerford and was called “Philadelphia” (Ph’)“Philadelphia” (Ph’)
chromosome after the city in which the discovery was made. chromosome after the city in which the discovery was made. 



Cri du ChatCri du Chat

�� Terminal deletion Terminal deletion 

�� 55pp1515

Cries like catCries like cat�� Cries like catCries like cat

�� Mental retardationMental retardation



DuplicationDuplication
The presence of an additional chromosome The presence of an additional chromosome 

segment, as compared to that normally present in segment, as compared to that normally present in 
a nucleus is known as a nucleus is known as DuplicationDuplication. . 

�� In a diploid organism, presence of a chromosome In a diploid organism, presence of a chromosome 
segment in more than two copies per nucleus is segment in more than two copies per nucleus is 
called duplication. called duplication. 
segment in more than two copies per nucleus is segment in more than two copies per nucleus is 
called duplication. called duplication. 

�� Four types of duplication:Four types of duplication:

11. Tandem duplication. Tandem duplication

22. Reverse tandem duplication. Reverse tandem duplication

33. Displaced duplication. Displaced duplication

44. Translocation duplication. Translocation duplication



�� The extra chromosome segment may be located The extra chromosome segment may be located 
immediately after the normal segment in precisely immediately after the normal segment in precisely 
the same orientation forms the the same orientation forms the tandem tandem 

�� When the gene sequence in the extra segment of a When the gene sequence in the extra segment of a 
tandem in the reverse order i.e, inverted , it is tandem in the reverse order i.e, inverted , it is 
known as known as reversereverse tandem duplicationtandem duplicationknown as known as reversereverse tandem duplicationtandem duplication

�� In some cases, the extra segment may be located in In some cases, the extra segment may be located in 
the same chromosome but away from the normal the same chromosome but away from the normal 
segment segment –– termed as termed as displaced duplicationdisplaced duplication

�� The additional chromosome segment is located in The additional chromosome segment is located in 
a nona non--homologous chromosome is homologous chromosome is translocation translocation 

duplicationduplication. . 



OriginOrigin
�� Origin of duplication involves Origin of duplication involves chromosome breakage chromosome breakage and and 

reunion of chromosomereunion of chromosome segment with its homologous segment with its homologous 
chromosome. chromosome. 

�� As a result, one of the two homologous involved in the As a result, one of the two homologous involved in the 
production of a duplication ends up with a production of a duplication ends up with a deficiencydeficiency, , 
while the while the other has a duplication for the concerned other has a duplication for the concerned 
segmentsegment. . segmentsegment. . 

�� Another phenomenon, known as Another phenomenon, known as unequal crossing overunequal crossing over, , 
also leads to exactly the same consequences for small also leads to exactly the same consequences for small 
chromosome segments. chromosome segments. 

�� For e.g., duplication of the band For e.g., duplication of the band 1616A of X A of X chromosome of chromosome of 
Drosophila produces Bar eyeDrosophila produces Bar eye. . 

�� This duplication is believed to originate due to unequal This duplication is believed to originate due to unequal 
crossing over between the two normal X chromosomes of crossing over between the two normal X chromosomes of 
female. female. 







InversionInversion
�� When a segment of chromosome is oriented in the reverse When a segment of chromosome is oriented in the reverse 

direction, such segment said to be direction, such segment said to be invertedinverted and the phenomenon and the phenomenon 
is termed as is termed as inversioninversion. . 

�� The existence of inversion was first detected by The existence of inversion was first detected by StrutevantStrutevant and and 
PlunkettPlunkett in in 19261926. . 

�� Inversion occur when parts of chromosomes become detached , Inversion occur when parts of chromosomes become detached , 
turn through turn through 18018000 and are reinserted in such a way that the genes and are reinserted in such a way that the genes 
are in reversed order.are in reversed order.are in reversed order.are in reversed order.

�� For example, a certain segment may be broken in two places, and For example, a certain segment may be broken in two places, and 
the breaks may be in close proximity because of chance loop in the breaks may be in close proximity because of chance loop in 
the chromosome. the chromosome. 

�� When they rejoin, the wrong ends may become connected. When they rejoin, the wrong ends may become connected. 

�� The part on one side of the loop connects with broken end The part on one side of the loop connects with broken end 
different from the one with which it was formerly connected. different from the one with which it was formerly connected. 

�� This leaves the other two broken ends to become attached. This leaves the other two broken ends to become attached. 

�� The part within the loop thus becomes turned around or inverted. The part within the loop thus becomes turned around or inverted. 



�� Inversion may be classified into two types:Inversion may be classified into two types:

� Pericentric - include the centromere

� Paracentric - do not include the centromere



�� An inversion consists of two breaks in one An inversion consists of two breaks in one 
chromosome. chromosome. 

�� The area between the breaks is inverted (turned The area between the breaks is inverted (turned 
around), and then reinserted and the breaks then around), and then reinserted and the breaks then 
unite to the rest of the chromosome.unite to the rest of the chromosome.

�� If the inverted area includes the centromere it is If the inverted area includes the centromere it is 
called a pericentric inversion. called a pericentric inversion. called a pericentric inversion. called a pericentric inversion. 

�� If it does not, it is called a paracentric inversion.If it does not, it is called a paracentric inversion.



Inversions in natural populationsInversions in natural populations

�� In natural populations, pericentric inversions are In natural populations, pericentric inversions are 
much less frequent than paracentric inversions. much less frequent than paracentric inversions. 

�� In many sp, however, pericentric inversions are In many sp, however, pericentric inversions are 
relatively common, e.g., in some relatively common, e.g., in some grasshoppersgrasshoppers..relatively common, e.g., in some relatively common, e.g., in some grasshoppersgrasshoppers..

�� Paracentric inversions appear to be very frequent Paracentric inversions appear to be very frequent 
in natural populations of in natural populations of DrosophilaDrosophila.  .  



TranslocationTranslocation

�� Integration of a chromosome segment into a Integration of a chromosome segment into a 
nonhomologous chromosome is known as nonhomologous chromosome is known as 
translocationtranslocation. . 

�� Three types: Three types: Three types: Three types: 

11. simple translocation. simple translocation

22. shift. shift

33. reciprocal translocation. . reciprocal translocation. 



�� Simple translocationSimple translocation: In this case, : In this case, terminal terminal 
segment segment of a chromosome is of a chromosome is integrated integrated at one at one 
end of a nonend of a non--homologous region.  Simple homologous region.  Simple 
translocations are rather translocations are rather rarerare. . 

�� ShiftShift: In shift, an : In shift, an intercalary segment intercalary segment of a of a 
chromosome is chromosome is integrated integrated within a nonwithin a non--
homologous chromosome. Such translocations homologous chromosome. Such translocations homologous chromosome. Such translocations homologous chromosome. Such translocations 
are known in the populations of are known in the populations of DrosophilaDrosophila, , 
Neurospora Neurospora etc. etc. 

�� Reciprocal translocationReciprocal translocation: It is produced when : It is produced when 
two nontwo non--homologous chromosomes exchange homologous chromosomes exchange 
segments segments –– i.e., segments i.e., segments reciprocally reciprocally 
transferred. transferred. 

�� Translocation of this type is most common  Translocation of this type is most common  



Variation in chromosome number

� Organism with one complete set of chromosomes 
is said to be euploid (applies to haploid and diploid 
organisms).

� Aneuploidy - variation in the number of individual � Aneuploidy - variation in the number of individual 
chromosomes (but not the total number of sets of 
chromosomes).

�� The discovery of aneuploidy dates back to The discovery of aneuploidy dates back to 1916 1916 
whenwhen BridgesBridges discovered XO male and XXY discovered XO male and XXY 
female female DrosophilaDrosophila, which had , which had 7 7 and and 9 9 
chromosomes respectively, instead of normal chromosomes respectively, instead of normal 88..



Chromosome Abnormalities Chromosome Abnormalities -- Aneuploidy:Aneuploidy:

�� N = N = 23 23 chromosomeschromosomes

�� Euploidy:Euploidy:

�� Diploid (Diploid (22n)n)

�� Triploid (Triploid (33n)n)

�� Tetraploid (Tetraploid (44n)n)�� Tetraploid (Tetraploid (44n)n)

�� AneuploidyAneuploidy

�� A chromosome number that’s not an exact multiple of n              A chromosome number that’s not an exact multiple of n              ((23 23 
chromosomes)chromosomes)

�� Due to meiotic nonDue to meiotic non--dysjunctiondysjunction

�� E.g.  Trisomy (TE.g.  Trisomy (T1313, , 1818, , 2121);  Monosomy (Turner syndrome));  Monosomy (Turner syndrome)



Aneuploidy Aneuploidy -- Trisomy Trisomy 1313



Aneuploidy: TrisomyAneuploidy: Trisomy 1313



Aneuploidy Aneuploidy -- Trisomy Trisomy 1818



Aneuploidy Aneuploidy -- Trisomy Trisomy 1818



TriploidyTriploidy

�� Triploidy Triploidy -- 69 69 chromosomeschromosomes

�� FullFull

�� Mosaic (Mosaic (22n/n/33n)n)

�� 2 2 types:types:

�� Digynic Digynic -- extra set of chromosomes is extra set of chromosomes is maternal maternal ((22n egg)n egg)�� Digynic Digynic -- extra set of chromosomes is extra set of chromosomes is maternal maternal ((22n egg)n egg)

�� Diandric Diandric -- extra set is extra set is paternalpaternal ((22n sperm or n sperm or 2 2 normal sperm)normal sperm)

�� Digynic triploids: Digynic triploids: 

�� IUGR with headIUGR with head--sparing; small nonsparing; small non--molar placentamolar placenta

�� Diandric triploidsDiandric triploids

�� often molar pregnancy or fetus that abortsoften molar pregnancy or fetus that aborts



Triploid Karyotype (Triploid Karyotype (6969, XXY), XXY)



TriploidyTriploidy

�� 22n/n/33n mosaics:n mosaics:

�� Asymmetric IUGRAsymmetric IUGR

�� Body asymmetryBody asymmetry

�� 33--4 4 finger syndactylyfinger syndactyly



Chromosomal Abnormalities: Chromosomal Abnormalities: 

Structural RearrangementsStructural Rearrangements

�� Due to chromosome breakage and reunion in an abnormal wayDue to chromosome breakage and reunion in an abnormal way

�� Either:Either:

�� BalancedBalanced ((usuallyusually normal phenotype)normal phenotype)�� BalancedBalanced ((usuallyusually normal phenotype)normal phenotype)

�� Inversion,  Reciprocal translocation,  Robertsonian translocationInversion,  Reciprocal translocation,  Robertsonian translocation

�� Unbalanced Unbalanced (abnormal phenotype)(abnormal phenotype)

�� Deletion,  Duplication,  Ring,  IsochromosomeDeletion,  Duplication,  Ring,  Isochromosome



Balanced Structural RearrangementsBalanced Structural Rearrangements

Inversion:Inversion:

�� Inversion:Inversion:
�� Chromosome undergoes Chromosome undergoes 2 2 breaksbreaks

�� Segment between the breaks is invertedSegment between the breaks is inverted

�� 2 2 types:types:

�� ParacentricParacentric�� ParacentricParacentric

�� 2 2 breaks on one side of centromere; arm ratio unchangedbreaks on one side of centromere; arm ratio unchanged

�� unbalanced offspring (recombinants) usually not viableunbalanced offspring (recombinants) usually not viable

(acentric or dicentric)(acentric or dicentric)

�� PericentricPericentric

�� one break in each arm; often arm ratio changedone break in each arm; often arm ratio changed

�� recombinants have duplications and deficiencies of ch segmentsrecombinants have duplications and deficiencies of ch segments

�� risk of carrier having viable recombinant: risk of carrier having viable recombinant: 55--1010%%

�� 4646, XY, inv(, XY, inv(33) (q) (q2121qq2626))



InversionsInversions



Allderdice syndrome Allderdice syndrome 

�� Pericentric inversion of chromosome Pericentric inversion of chromosome 3 3 [inv ([inv (33) (p) (p2525qq2121)])]

�� carriers of inv(carriers of inv(33):):

�� healthy (one normal healthy (one normal 33; one inversion ; one inversion 33))

�� have have 4040% risk of abnormal offspring (% risk of abnormal offspring (2323//55 55 pregnancies)pregnancies)

�� unbalanced offspring have one unbalanced offspring have one recombinant recombinant chromosome chromosome 33�� unbalanced offspring have one unbalanced offspring have one recombinant recombinant chromosome chromosome 33

�� duplication of segment distal to duplication of segment distal to 33qq2121

�� deficiency of segment distal to deficiency of segment distal to 33pp2525



Balanced Structural Rearrangements Balanced Structural Rearrangements --

TranslocationsTranslocations

�� Reciprocal translocation:Reciprocal translocation:
�� Breakage of nonBreakage of non--homologous chromosomeshomologous chromosomes

�� Reciprocal exchange of brokenReciprocal exchange of broken--off segmentsoff segments

�� 4646, XX t (, XX t (33;;1111) (q) (q1313;p;p1414))

�� Robertsonian translocationRobertsonian translocation::

�� 2 2 acrocentrics fuse near centromereacrocentrics fuse near centromere

�� Loss of short armsLoss of short arms

�� Still balanced because multiple copies of rRNA genesStill balanced because multiple copies of rRNA genes

�� 4545, XX der (, XX der (1414;;2121) (q) (q1010;q;q1010))



Balanced Reciprocal Translocation:Balanced Reciprocal Translocation:

4646,XY, t(,XY, t(77;;1515) (p) (p2222;q;q2222))



Balanced Robertsonian Translocation:Balanced Robertsonian Translocation:

4545,XY der (,XY der (1414;;2121) (q) (q1010;q;q1010))



Unbalanced Structural Rearrangements Unbalanced Structural Rearrangements --

Deletion & DuplicationDeletion & Duplication::

�� DeletionDeletion::
�� Loss of a chromosome segment (Loss of a chromosome segment (55pp--))

�� Terminal or interstitialTerminal or interstitial

�� Must be at least Must be at least 5 5 Mb to be seen cytogeneticallyMb to be seen cytogenetically

�� 4646, XX del (, XX del (55p) (pp) (p1515))�� 4646, XX del (, XX del (55p) (pp) (p1515))

�� DuplicationDuplication
�� 4646, XY dup (, XY dup (11) (q) (q2222qq2525))



Unbalanced Rearrangements Unbalanced Rearrangements -- DeletionsDeletions



Deletion:Deletion:

4646, XY del (, XY del (55) (p) (p1414))



Cri du Chat (Cri du Chat (55pp--))



Unbalanced Structural Rearrangements:Unbalanced Structural Rearrangements:

Ring and IsochromosomeRing and Isochromosome

�� Ring chromosomeRing chromosome::
�� Chromosome undergoes Chromosome undergoes 2 2 breaksbreaks

�� Broken ends reunite in a ringBroken ends reunite in a ring

�� 4646, XX, r (, XX, r (77) (p) (p2222qq3636))

�� Isochromosome:Isochromosome:
�� One arm missing; other arm duplicatedOne arm missing; other arm duplicated

�� Breakpoints are assigned to the centromereBreakpoints are assigned to the centromere

�� 4545, X, i(X) (q, X, i(X) (q1010) = isochromosome for Xq) = isochromosome for Xq



Uses of AneuploidyUses of Aneuploidy

�� They have been used to determine the phenotypic They have been used to determine the phenotypic 
effect of loss or gain of different chromosomeeffect of loss or gain of different chromosome

�� Used to produce Used to produce chromosome substitution chromosome substitution 
lines. Such lines yield information on the effects of lines. Such lines yield information on the effects of 
different chromosomes of a variety in the same different chromosomes of a variety in the same 
genetic background.genetic background.genetic background.genetic background.

�� They are also used to produce They are also used to produce alien addition alien addition and and 
alien substitution linesalien substitution lines. These are useful in gene . These are useful in gene 
transfer from one species to another. transfer from one species to another. 

�� Aneuploidy permits the location of a gene as well Aneuploidy permits the location of a gene as well 
as of a linkage group onto a specific chromosome. as of a linkage group onto a specific chromosome. 



Trisomy in HumansTrisomy in Humans

Down SyndromeDown Syndrome

�� The best known and most common chromosome related The best known and most common chromosome related 
syndrome. syndrome. 

�� Formerly known as “Formerly known as “MongolismMongolism””

�� 18661866, when a physician named , when a physician named John Langdon Down John Langdon Down 
published an essay in England in which he described a set published an essay in England in which he described a set published an essay in England in which he described a set published an essay in England in which he described a set 
of children with common features who were distinct from of children with common features who were distinct from 
other children with mental retardation he referred to as other children with mental retardation he referred to as 
““MongoloidsMongoloids.”.”

�� One child in every One child in every 800800--1000 1000 births has Down syndromebirths has Down syndrome

�� 250250,,000 000 in US has Down syndrome.in US has Down syndrome.

�� The cost and maintaining Down syndrome case in US is The cost and maintaining Down syndrome case in US is 
estimated at $ estimated at $ 1 1 billion per year.billion per year.



�� Patients having Down syndrome will Short in stature Patients having Down syndrome will Short in stature 
(four feet tall)  and had an epicanthal fold, broad (four feet tall)  and had an epicanthal fold, broad 
short skulls, wild nostrils, large tongue, stubby handsshort skulls, wild nostrils, large tongue, stubby hands

�� Some babies may have short necks, small hands, and Some babies may have short necks, small hands, and 
short fingers.short fingers.

�� They are characterized as low in mentality.They are characterized as low in mentality.�� They are characterized as low in mentality.They are characterized as low in mentality.

�� Down syndrome results if the extra chromosome is Down syndrome results if the extra chromosome is 
number number 2121..



Amniocentesis for Detecting AneuploidyAmniocentesis for Detecting Aneuploidy

�� Chromosomal abnormalities are sufficiently well Chromosomal abnormalities are sufficiently well 
understood to permit genetic counseling. understood to permit genetic counseling. 

�� A fetus may be checked in early stages of A fetus may be checked in early stages of 
development by karyotyping the cultured cells development by karyotyping the cultured cells 
obtained by a process called obtained by a process called amniocentesisamniocentesis. . obtained by a process called obtained by a process called amniocentesisamniocentesis. . 

�� A sample of fluid will taken from mother and A sample of fluid will taken from mother and 
fetal cells are cultured and after a period of two fetal cells are cultured and after a period of two 
to three weeks, chromosomes in dividing cells to three weeks, chromosomes in dividing cells 
can be stained and observed. can be stained and observed. 

�� If If three No.three No.21 21 chromosomeschromosomes are present, are present, Down Down 
syndrome confirmed. syndrome confirmed. 



�� The risk for mothers less than The risk for mothers less than 25 25 years of age to years of age to 
have the trisomy is about have the trisomy is about 1 1 in in 1500 1500 births.births.

�� At At 40 40 years of age, years of age, 1 1 in in 100 100 birthsbirths

�� At At 45 45 years years 1 1 in in 40 40 births.births.



�� Found in certain tissues e.g., Found in certain tissues e.g., 
salivary glands of larvae, gut salivary glands of larvae, gut 
epithelium, Malphigian epithelium, Malphigian 
tubules and some fat bodies, tubules and some fat bodies, 
of some Diptera (of some Diptera (Drosophila, Drosophila, 
Sciara, RhyncosciaraSciara, Rhyncosciara))

Giant chromosomesGiant chromosomes

�� These chromosomes are very These chromosomes are very 
long and thick (upto long and thick (upto 200 200 
times their sizetimes their size during during 
mitotic metaphase in the mitotic metaphase in the 
case of Drosophila)case of Drosophila)

�� Hence they are known as Hence they are known as 
Giant chromosomesGiant chromosomes. . 



�� They are first discovered by They are first discovered by BalbianiBalbiani in in 18811881 in in 
dipteran salivary glands and thus also known as dipteran salivary glands and thus also known as 
salivary gland chromosomessalivary gland chromosomes. . 

�� But their significance was realized only after the But their significance was realized only after the But their significance was realized only after the But their significance was realized only after the 
extensive studies by extensive studies by Painter Painter during during 19301930’s.  ’s.  

�� Giant chromosomes have also been discovered Giant chromosomes have also been discovered 
in suspensors of young embryos of many plants, in suspensors of young embryos of many plants, 
but these do not show the bands so typical of but these do not show the bands so typical of 
salivary gland chromosomes. salivary gland chromosomes. 


